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Previous studies showed higher gamma-band responses (GBRs, ≈40 Hz) of the electroencephalogram (EEG)
for moving compared to stationary stimuli. However, it is unclear whether this modulation by motion reflects
a special responsiveness of the GBR to the stimulus feature “motion,” or whether GBR enhancements of
similar magnitude can be elicited also by a salient change within a static stimulus that does not include
motion.
Therefore, we measured the EEG of healthy subjects watching stationary square wave gratings of high
contrast that either started to move or reversed their black and white pattern shortly after their onset. The
strong contrast change of the pattern reversal represented a salient but motionless change within the grating
that was compared to the onset of the stationary grating and the motion onset. Induced and evoked GBRs
were analyzed for all three display conditions. In order to assess the influenceof fixational eye movements on
the induced GBRs, we also examined the time courses of microsaccade rates during the three display
conditions.
Amplitudes of both evoked and induced GBRs were stronger for pattern reversal than for motion onset. There
was no significant amplitude difference between the onsets of the stationary and moving gratings. However,
mean frequencies of the induced GBR were ~10 Hz higher in response to the onsets of moving compared to
stationary gratings. Furthermore, the modulations of the induced GBR did not parallel the modulations of
microsaccade rate, indicating that our induced GBRs reflect neuronal processes.
These results suggest that, within the gamma-band range, the encoding of moving gratings in early visual
cortex is primarily based on an upward frequency shift, whereas contrast changes within static gratings are
reflected by amplitude enhancement.
+49 441 7983865.
.de (C.S. Herrmann).
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Introduction

Since high-frequency oscillations were measured for the first time
in the hedgehog (Adrian, 1942), gamma-band activity (20–80 Hz)
gained tremendous interest in research and a lot of work has been
conducted to characterize the functions of gamma-band oscillations in
neuronal processes. There is accumulating evidence that gamma-
band oscillations play a key role in fundamental brain functions
including visual feature binding (Singer and Gray, 1995; Eckhorn,
1999; Gray, 1999; Herrmann et al., 1999), visual awareness (Ohla
et al., 2007), memory (Herrmann et al., 2004a; Gruber and Müller,
2005; Busch et al., 2008), attention (Gruber et al., 1999; Tallon-Baudry
et al., 2005), and learning (Miltner et al., 1999).
Gamma phenomena can be grouped into at least three categories:
(i) spontaneous gamma oscillations, (ii) induced gamma-band
responses (GBRs), and (iii) evoked GBRs (Başar-Eroglu et al., 1996).
Spontaneous oscillations occur without correlation to sensory
stimulation. Induced GBR consists of oscillatory bursts whose latency
jitters from trial to trial. Thus, the temporal relationship with the
stimulus onset is loose. In contrast, evoked GBRs occur in an earlier
time window than induced GBRs and are phase-locked to the
stimulus, i.e., show inter-trial phase synchrony. Simple sensory
stimuli evoke GBRs in the cortex and subcortical structures (Başar et
al., 1980; Demiralp et al., 1996). The strength of the evoked GBR is
influenced by several physical features of visual stimuli such as size
and eccentricity (Busch et al., 2004), visual contrast (Schadow et al.,
2007), or spatial frequency (Fründ et al., 2007a). Furthermore, the
evoked GBR is modulated by basic cognitive processes such as
memory matching (Herrmann et al., 2004b) and attention (Busch
et al., 2006; Debener et al., 2003; Fell et al., 2003). Induced GBRs, on
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the other hand, have been associated with a wide range of cognitive
processes including learning (Axmacher et al., 2006; Gruber andMüller,
2006; Gruber et al., 2001), perceptual binding (Engel et al., 1997),
representation of objects (Lachaux et al., 2005; Tallon-Baudry, 1999),
memory encoding and retrieval (Gruber et al., 2004; Sederberg et al.,
2003), and working memory (Axmacher et al., 2007). It has been
suggested that synchronous oscillations in the gamma-band could
group action potentials from different neurons. Such grouping could be
used to solve the binding problem (Singer and Gray, 1995), facilitate
attentional processing (Fries et al., 2001), or enable hippocampal
learning (Axmacher et al., 2006). Thus, while early evoked GBRs might
reflect the encoding of physical attributes of the stimulus perceived,
induced GBRs could play a crucial role in binding together brain areas
performing the task (Tallon-Baudry, 1999). However, evoked and
induced GBRs are electrophysiological correlates of cognitive processes
that widely overlap (e.g., Engel et al., 2001; Fries et al., 2001; Herrmann
et al., 2004a,b, see Herrmann et al., 2010 for a recent review).

With regard to motion, several animal studies (e.g., Gray et al.,
1990; Kruse and Eckhorn, 1996; Schanze and Eckhorn, 1997) as well
as human studies (e.g., Lutzenberger et al., 1995; Müller et al., 1997;
Krishnan et al., 2005; Siegel et al., 2007) consistently reported
enhanced induced GBRs for coherently moving stimuli compared to
static ones or incoherent motion. For instance, Schanze and Eckhorn
(1997) examined phase correlations using multiple microelectrode
recordings in cat and monkey primary visual cortex. The authors
presented moving light bars and reported significant phase correla-
tions within the gamma–frequency range during stimulation. Another
research group (Gray et al., 1990) also recorded intracranial responses
of V1 in cats and found that moving stimuli were muchmore effective
in eliciting oscillatory responses than stationary stimuli. However, in
awake macaques, moving square-wave gratings generated GBRs of
the same amplitude as stationary gratings, but at higher frequencies
(Friedman-Hill et al., 2000). Recently, similar findings were reported
in a human MEG study (Swettenham et al., 2009). In a human EEG
study (Krishnan et al., 2005), random dot kinematograms were
presented under three conditions: coherent motion, incoherent
motion, and stationary stimulation. The authors reported that the
magnitude of induced GBRs was greater in response to moving than
static dot stimuli and more enhanced for coherent than incoherent
motion. Increasing the level of motion coherence in a dynamic
random dot pattern led to a monotonic increase of activity in the high
gamma-band (60 to 100 Hz) in an MEG study (Siegel et al., 2007).

With one exception, all of the abovementioned studies restricted
their analyses to induced GBR. Only one MEG study (Swettenham et
al., 2009) analyzed both induced and evoked GBRs to moving stimuli.
The authors presented stationary and drifting square-wave gratings in
two separate sequence conditions. In the first condition, the drifting
grating always followed the stationary grating within a trial, i.e., a
previously stationary grating started tomove. In the second condition,
drifting and stationary gratings were presented in separate random-
ized trials, each preceded by a blank screen. Whereas no differential
modulations were found for the evoked GBR, amplitudes of the
induced GBR were significantly higher for moving gratings in the first
sequence condition, but not in the second. Similarly for evoked GBRs,
Zaehle et al. (2009) reported an increase of gamma-band amplitudes
in response to moving gratings only for a simultaneous onset of
grating andmotion (i.e., the appearance of a moving grating following
the presentation of a gray screen), whereas a pure motion onset of a
previously stationary grating did not evoke a clear GBR. Together, the
findings of Swettenham et al. (2009) and Zaehle et al. (2009)
demonstrate that grating-based motion effects on the amplitude of
gamma-band oscillations are modulated by the presentation mode
and that evoked and induced GBRs might be inversely affected.
Therefore, the question arises whether grating-based motion effects
on the GBR are specific to the stimulus feature “motion” or whether
they can be elicited also by other salient changes of the grating.
In order to answer this question in the present study, we
introduced an additional condition beside stationary and moving
patterns. We presented a simple square-wave grating of high contrast
(grating onset condition), which either started to move (motion
condition) or inverted its black and white stripes (pattern reversal
condition) representing a strong contrast change. This presentation
mode allowed a direct comparison between the pattern reversal and
motion condition without confounding effects of stimulus onset.
Furthermore, the presentation mode enhances the ecological validity
of the paradigm in that it is more naturalistic to recognize a change in
a stimulus that is already existent in the visual field than reacting on
stimuli that suddenly appear in the central visual field. We analyzed
the evoked and induced GBRs to the three conditions, onset of the
grating, pattern reversal, and motion.

Recently, induced GBRs were suspected to be generated by
microsaccades rather than reflectingneural responses (Yuval-Greenberg
et al., 2008). Yuval-Greenberg et al. (2008)demonstrated that the typical
transient amplitude increase of the EEG scalp-recorded induced GBR at
about 200–300 ms after stimulus onset is related to the characteristic
rebound of the microsaccade rate following a period of poststimulus
microsaccadic inhibition (Engbert andKliegl, 2003). In order to interpret
induced GBRs in the present study, we conducted a second experiment
with an eye-tracking system, assessing the time course of microsaccade
rates in response to grating onset, pattern reversal, and motion.

Experiment 1

In the first experiment, we presented a stationary grating (grating
onset), which after some time either started to drift downwards
(motion) or which inverted its black and white stripes (pattern
reversal). The pattern reversal condition served as an example of a
salient change in the grating that does not include motion. Induced
and evoked GBRs were analyzed for all three display conditions.

Materials and methods

Subjects
Fourteen university students (10 female), aged 18–32 years

(mean=23.5; SD=3.67) participated in the study. All gave their
written informed consent and were paid or received course credits for
their participation. The subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision and reported no neurological or psychiatric disorders. The
experiment was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of
Helsinki concerning human experimentation.

Stimuli and procedure
Square-wave gratings with close to 100% Michelson contrast, a

constant spatial frequency of 1.5 cpd and a diameter of 10°visual
angle were generated using MATLAB R2006b. The gratings were
overlayed with a gray mask simulating a circular aperture at the
screen. A fixation cross, presented in the middle of the screen, served
as a gaze fixation target during the whole trial. Fig. 1 schematically
illustrates the sequence of events for a pattern reversal and motion
trial, respectively. Each trial started with the onset of the grating
(grating onset) that was presented for a pseudorandomly varying
duration between 1500 and 1900 ms. After this variable time, two
possible events could happen with equal probability. In one case,
there was a single pattern reversal of the stripes (pattern reversal; see
Fig. 1A), and in the other case, the stripes started to drift downwards
(motion; see Fig. 1B) with a velocity of 1.75°/s. Single pictures were
presented with a repetition rate of 33 Hz. The motion of the stripes
persisted for 570 ms. Afterwards, the grating was stationarily
presented for additional 500 ms, then it disappeared and only the
fixation cross remained during the 1000 ms inter-stimulus interval
(ISI). In trials where the stripes reversed, the grating persisted on the
screen for 1070 ms, keeping the trial length in both conditions



Fig. 1. Schematic illustration of a pattern reversal trial (A) and a motion trial (B). Each trial started with the onset of the grating, which was stationarily presented for a
pseudorandomly varying duration between 1500 and 1900 ms. Then the pattern reversal or motion of the stripes started. (A) In pattern reversal trials, the grating reversed its black
andwhite stripes and then remained stationary for 1070 ms. (B) For motion trials, single pictures were presented for 570 mswith a repetition rate of 33 Hz and the last single picture
persisted for 500 ms on the screen, resulting in an overall trial duration of 1070 ms, too. The subjects had to discriminate both events by corresponding button presses.
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constant. The subjects had to discriminate pattern reversal from
motion trials by corresponding button presses with the index fingers
of both hands. A total of 200 trials were presented in pseudorando-
mized order, 100 trials for each condition.

Data acquisition
The experiment was conducted in an electrically shielded and

sound attenuated room (IAC, Niederkrüchten, Germany). The stim-
ulation monitor was placed outside the cabin behind an electrically
shielded window. All devices inside the cabin were battery operated
to avoid line frequency interference (50 Hz in Germany). EEG was
recorded with a BrainAmp amplifier (Brain Products, Munich,
Germany), using 64 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes mounted in an
elastic cap (Easycap, Falk Minow Services, Munich, Germany) and
placed according to the 10–10 system, with a reference placed at the
right earlobe and ground electrode between Fz and Cz. Eye movement
activity was measured from one electrode placed sub-orbitally to the
left eye and another electrode lateral to the right eye. Electrode
impedances were kept below 5 kΩ. Data were acquired with a band-
pass filter of 0.016–250 Hz and a sampling rate of 500 Hz. Analog-
digital conversion was performed at an amplitude resolution of 16 bit.
Stimulusmarkers and EEG signals were stored on hard disk for further
analysis. Digitized EEG data were transferred to a computer outside
the recording cabin with a fiber optic cable. All data were re-
referenced offline using an average reference of all electrodes except
the channels T7 and T8, since they are susceptible for muscle artifacts,
and the two electrodes measuring eye movements. An additional
digital high-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz was applied
offline to reduce slow shifts in the baseline. Averaging epochs lasted
from 200 ms before to 1500 ms after grating onset and to 800 ms after
pattern reversal or motion onset, respectively. Baseline activity was
calculated in the interval from −200 to −100 ms and subtracted
before averaging. An automatic artifact rejection was computed,
excluding trials from averaging if the standard deviation within a
moving 200ms time window exceeded 30 μV in any channel.
Subsequently, all epochs were also visually inspected for artifacts
and rejected in case of eye movements, electrode drifts, or
electromyographic activity.

Data analysis
For the analysis of reaction times, only trials with responses given

between 200 and 1500 ms were included in the analysis. Trials with
incorrect responses were excluded from the behavioral data analysis,
as well as trials in which the reaction time (RT) exceeded two
standard deviations from the mean. For comparison of the conditions,
paired two-tailed t-tests were calculated.

For the analysis of gamma-band activity, a wavelet transform was
computed by convolving the raw EEG signal with a complex-
modulated Gaussian (Herrmann et al., 1999). At 40 Hz, the wavelet
had a time resolution of 2σt≈50 ms and a frequency resolution of
2σf≈13 Hz. The exact time–frequency resolution of the wavelet
depended on the analyzed frequency. To analyze the evoked GBR,
phase-locked to the stimulus, thewavelet transformwas applied to the
averaged event-related potential. For the non-phase-locked portion of
the GBR, the wavelet transformation was first applied to each single
trial and then the resulting absolute values of the wavelet transforms
were averaged. This measure represents the total activity comprising
the phase-locked (evoked) and non-phase-locked (induced) fractions
of the GBR. The induced fraction can be identified by its absence in the
evoked measure. The wavelet analysis was performed for each
frequency bin in the gamma-frequency range (20–80 Hz). The
resulting time–frequency representations were pooled into a region
of interest (ROI) and averaged across electrodes, which exhibited the
strongest GBRs after visual stimulation: PO3, POz, PO4, O1, Oz, and O2.
For the evoked GBR, the individual gamma frequency for each subject
was defined as the frequency showing the highest amplitude in the
frequency range of 20 to 80 Hz and in the time interval between40 and
180 ms after the onset of the grating, pattern reversal, and motion
onset, respectively. The peak frequencies of the individually identified
evoked GBRs ranged from 20 to 78 Hz (mean: 45.76 Hz,
SD=19.18 Hz). The peak amplitude for this individual frequency
was used for further statistical analyses of the evoked GBR. The time–
frequency window for peak detection of the induced GBR had to be
restricted to the frequency range above 40 Hz, since otherwise the 33-
Hz steady-state response in the motion condition would lie inside this
late time window (see Fig. 3 right). For the induced GBR, the peak
frequencies were determined for the same ROI in the frequency range
from40 to 80 Hz and in the time interval between 100 and 500 ms. The
peak frequencies of the individually identified induced GBRs ranged
from 41 to 79 Hz (mean: 58.52 Hz, SD=8.08 Hz). The peak amplitude
for this individual frequencywas used for further statistical analyses of
the induced GBR. We also tested whether the mean frequencies
differed between display conditions. The statistical analysis of gamma-
band activitywas performed on the ROI. Effects of the different display
conditions on theGBRwere analyzed bymeans of a repeatedmeasures
ANOVA (factor condition: grating onset, pattern reversal, motion)
applying the Greenhouse–Geisser correction method when appropri-
ate. If the ANOVA yielded a significant effect, post hoc t-tests of specific
comparisons were calculated. These post hoc tests were corrected for
multiple comparisons according to Bonferroni's method.

Results and discussion

Behavioral results
The subjects respondedwithhighaccuracy inboth conditions (pattern

reversal: 94.57±3.25% correct responses; motion: 95.86±0.90%
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correct responses)withno significantdifferencebetweenbothconditions
[t(13)=−1.53,p=0.150]. Furthermore, themean reaction times in both
conditions (pattern reversal: 525.02±65.89 ms; motion: 523.01±
72.57 ms) did not differ significantly [t(13)=0.17, p=0.867].

Gamma-band response
Each condition elicited a clearly visible evoked and induced GBR

(see Figs. 2 and 3A, B). Furthermore, a steady-state response was
visible in the motion condition, which lasted for the whole movement
duration of the stripes (570 ms) and was due to the presentation of
the single pictures representing the movement (see dashed box in
Fig. 2B, bottom). The steady-state response was not subjected to
formal analysis. The mean peak amplitudes and latencies of the
evoked and induced GBR are listed in Table 1 for all display conditions.

Fig. 2 displays the evoked GBR,which differed significantly between
display conditions with respect to both amplitude [F(2,26)=36.713,
pb0.001] andpeak latency [F(2,26)=28.810, pb0.001]. Post hoc paired
two-tailed t-tests showed a significant amplitude difference between
pattern reversal andmotion [t(13)=6.98, pb0.001], aswell as between
pattern reversal and grating onset [t(13)=6.25, pb0.001], both with
higher amplitudes in the pattern reversal condition. There was no
significant difference between grating onset and motion [t(13)=1.00,
Fig. 2. Evoked gamma-band response (Experiment 1). Top row: onset of the grating; middle r
at peak latencies. The scalp distribution of the evoked GBR shows its maximum at posterior e
frequency representations averaged across all subjects and the posterior ROI. The red dott
respectively. The white boxes represent the window for statistical analysis of peak amplitud
due to presentation of the single images that represent the motion. A stronger evoked GBR af
the evoked GBR at electrode O1 averaged across all subjects. The gray bars represent the ti
p=1.0]. The peak latencies differed significantly between pattern
reversal and motion [t(13)=−6.58, pb0.001], as well as between
grating onset andmotion [t(13)=−5.24, pb0.001], bothwith a longer
latency in the motion condition. There was no significant latency
difference between grating onset and pattern reversal [t(13)=1.73,
p=0.321].

Fig. 3A and B displays the induced GBR, which differed significantly
between display conditions with respect to both amplitude [F(2,26)=
3.854, pb0.05] and peak latency [F(2,26)=4.487, pb0.05]. Post hoc
paired two-tailed t-tests showed a significant amplitude difference for
pattern reversal and motion [t(13)=2.95, pb0.05], with higher
amplitudes in the pattern reversal condition. There was no significant
difference between grating onset and pattern reversal [t(13)=0.15,
p=1.0] nor between grating onset and motion [t(13)=2.03,
p=0.192]. The peak latencies of the induced GBR differed signifi-
cantly between grating onset and motion [t(13)=−2.97, pb0.05],
with a shorter latency for grating onset. There was no latency
difference between pattern reversal and motion [t(13)=−0.48,
p=1.0] and between grating onset and pattern reversal [t(13)=
−2.04, p=0.189].

In addition, we found indications of a sustained GBR for static and
moving gratings. As can be seen in Fig. 3A, the induced GBR in the
ow: pattern reversal; bottom row:motion condition. (A) Topography of the evoked GBR
lectrodes. Amplitudes are clearly enhanced in the pattern reversal condition. (B) Time–
ed line represents the time point of grating onset, pattern reversal, and motion onset,
es. Note that the activity in the dashed box (bottom) represents a steady-state activity
ter pattern reversal is visible compared to grating andmotion onset. (C) Time courses of
me window for statistical analysis.

image of Fig.�2


Fig. 3. Total gamma-band response (Experiment 1) and microsaccades (Experiment 2). (A) Time–frequency plots of the total GBR (comprising the evoked and induced GBR)
averaged across all subjects and the posterior ROI. The white boxes represent the analysis window for the induced GBR. (B) Histogram of the mean peak amplitudes (top) and the
mean peak latencies (bottom) of the induced GBR separately for each condition, averaged across all subjects and the ROI. Error bars denote the standard deviation. The asterisks
indicate significant differences. Note that the seemingly stronger induced GBR in response to grating onset as visible in the time–frequency plots was due to only a few subjects and
did not therefore influence the statistics. (C) Time course of microsaccades rate (per second) averaged across participants and smoothedwith amoving timewindow of 100 ms. Note
that neither the difference between conditions nor the latency of the maxima corresponds to the induced GBR.
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grating onset condition occurs immediately after the evoked onset
response at ~100 ms and then persists throughout the presented time
range. Similarly for the motion condition, the induced GBR starts after
the evoked motion onset response at ~150 ms and continues until
~550 ms following motion onset, which corresponds nicely to the
570 ms presentation time of the moving grating.

For the induced GBR, we also tested whether there are differences
in the mean frequency of GBR between display conditions. The
ANOVA yielded a significant effect of condition [F(2,26)=5.689,
pb0.05]. Post hoc t-tests revealed a significant difference between
grating and motion onset [t(13)=−3.864, pb0.01], with higher
frequencies in the motion condition, but not for the other compar-
isons [pattern reversal vs. motion: t(13)=−1.01, p=0.987; pattern
reversal vs. grating onset: t(13)=2.211, p=0.138].

The finding of higher amplitudes for both evoked and induced
GBRs in response to pattern reversal compared to motion might
indicate that a sudden contrast change within an object (pattern
reversal) represents a more salient stimulus for the early visual
system than motion. For the evoked GBR, this interpretation is in line
with the shorter latency for pattern reversal, indicating a faster
processing of pattern reversal compared to motion. For induced GBRs,
peak latency was prolonged for motion and pattern reversal
compared to grating onset, which might relate to differing task
demands, since motion had to be discriminated from pattern reversal,
whereas no task was required during the grating onset condition.
Consistent with this interpretation, it has been shown that peak
latency delays of the induced GBR are accompanied by recognition
Table 1
Mean peak amplitudes and latencies of the evoked and induced GBR. The standard deviatio

Evoked GBR

Mean Mean
Condition Amplitude Peak late

Grating onset 0.216 (±0.123)μV 83 (±2
Pattern reversal 0.571 (±0.281)μV 74 (±1
Motion 0.180 (±0.114)μV 122 (±2
delays due to increased discrimination difficulty (Martinovic et al.,
2008).

Interestingly, our observation of higher gamma-band frequencies
for moving as compared to static gratings in the absence of amplitude
differences was also reported for V1 neuronal activity in the awake
monkey (Friedman-Hill et al., 2000).

Experiment 2

In the second experiment, we measured eye movements in
response to the same display conditions that have been used in
Experiment 1. Because at the time of EEG measurements no eye
tracker was available in our laboratory, we had to conduct this session
separately with different participants. The purpose of this experiment
was to examine whether microsaccade rates were differentially
modulated by the display conditions. The results are used to estimate
possible influences of microsaccades on the induced GBRs obtained in
Experiment 1.

Methods

Subjects
Ten subjects (3 female), aged 23–44 years (mean=31.8;

SD=7.38) with normal or corrected to–normal–vision and no
reported neurological or psychiatric disorders participated in this
experiment. The experiment was conducted in accordance with the
n (SD) is displayed in brackets.

Induced GBR

Mean Mean
ncy Amplitude Peak latency

2)ms 0.052 (±0.031)μV 271 (±92)ms
1)ms 0.051 (±0.024)μV 333 (±71)ms
6)ms 0.040 (±0.015)μV 344 (±65)ms

image of Fig.�3
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Declaration of Helsinki concerning human experimentation and
participants gave their written informed consent.

Stimuli and procedure
Stimuli and procedure were the same as in Experiment 1.

Data acquisition
Participants were seated in a silent and dimly lit cabin with the

head positioned on a chin rest at a distance of 60 cm from a computer
screen. Binocular eye movements were recorded and saved for offline
analysis using an Eyelink 2000 infrared videooculographic desk-
mounted system (SR Research Ltd., Osgoode, ON, Canada). Eye
position data for both eyes were sampled with a spatial resolution
of 0.01° and a temporal resolution of 1000 Hz.

Data analysis
Data analysis for reaction time was the same as in Experiment 1.
Microsaccades were detected using an improved version (Engbert

and Mergenthaler, 2006) of an algorithm proposed by Engbert and
Kliegl (2003). The Matlab code is kindly provided at http://www.
agnld.uni-potsdam.de/~ralf/MS. Microsaccade detection in a 2D
velocity space utilized a threshold for peak velocity (VTHRES) of 5
SD and a minimum duration (MINDUR) of 3 data samples. Only
binocular microsaccades (i.e., microsaccades detected in both eyes
with temporal overlap) were considered for further analysis.

To compare the time course of microsaccade rates for different
display conditions, we employed a non-parametric bootstrap proce-
dure to estimate the variability of the microsaccade time courses. The
bootstrap method is a Monte Carlo technique that generates
simulated data sets by resampling from empirical data observed in
the original experiment (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986). As we recorded
eye movements from more than one subject, we had to apply the
following nested resampling strategy to capture the variability across
subjects and trials. We generated 2000 surrogate data sets as follows:
Fig. 4.Microsaccade rate of a representative subject (Experiment 2). The panels are arranged
of pattern reversal and motion, respectively. Top of the panels: raster plot of saccade onsets i
motion trials). Black dots represent saccade onsets. The red vertical line represents the time
panels: saccade rates per second in 25 ms bins. The red curve represents the saccades' rate (p
response to grating onset displays all trials, while the right panels represent only pattern r
(1) draw a surrogate sample of 10 participants with replacement from
the original set of participants; (2) for each of these 10 surrogate
participants, draw 100 surrogate trials per condition with replace-
ment; (3) for the resulting surrogate data, calculate the average for
each condition across surrogate trials and participants and smooth
with a time window of 100 ms. Repeating these 3 steps 2000 times
resulted in a distribution of average time courses of microsaccade
rates for each display condition. From these distributions, 68%
confidence intervals (CI68) were calculated by the bootstrap percen-
tile method. CI68 confidence intervals span from the 16th to the 84th
percentile of the bootstrap distribution, which approximately com-
pares to ±1 standard deviation of a Gaussian.

Results and discussion

Behavioral results
The subjects responded with high accuracy in both conditions

(pattern reversal: 96.9±2.28% correct responses; motion: 97.7±2.83%
correct responses). Therewas no difference between conditions [t(9)=
0.91, p=0.387]. The mean reaction times in both conditions (pattern
reversal: 680.99±280.20 ms; motion: 714.42±308.45 ms) did not
differ significantly [t(9)=1.206, p=0.258].

Microsaccade rate
Fig. 4 shows the microsaccade rates per display condition for a

single subject. Histograms represent saccade rate per second
calculated in 25 ms bins. The red curve represents themircrosaccades'
rate (per second) smoothed with a moving time window of 100 ms.

The mean rate of microsaccades averaged across all subjects is
given in Fig 3C for each display condition. As can be seen, there is a
marked difference in the time course of microsaccades between
grating onset and the two other conditions. The onset of the grating
elicited an initial decrease of the microsaccade rate from about two
per second to below one per second about 150 ms after grating onset.
as follows: left panel shows the data of grating onset, and the right panels show the data
n all trials. Each row represents one trial (upper half: pattern reversal trials; lower half:
point of grating onset, pattern reversal, and motion onset, respectively. Bottom of the
er second) smoothed with a moving time window of 100 ms. Note that the left panel in
eversal or motion, respectively, i.e., one half of the trials.

image of Fig.�4
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Following this decrease, the microsaccade rate increased to a
maximum at about 480 ms after grating onset from which it slowly
decreased below baseline level (see Fig. 3C, left panel). This time
course is consistent with the common finding in research on
microsaccades that the absolute frequency of microsaccades first
drops shortly after the presentation of a visual stimulus (micro-
saccadic inhibition) and then displays a subsequent rebound (Engbert
and Kliegl, 2003). Compared to grating onset, microsaccade rates at
the onset of pattern reversal and motion were much lower with a
decrease from about 0.5 saccades per second to near quiescence
around 150–250 ms and a subsequent increase peaking about 800 ms
following onset of display change (see Fig. 3C, middle and right
panels). These time courses closely resemble the microsaccade rates
caused by a motion direction change of a moving dot grid as reported
by Laubrock et al. (2008).

A statistical evaluation of these qualitative descriptions by means
of bootstrap analyses confirmed that the time course of microsaccades
rate did not differ between the motion and the pattern reversal
condition, whereas both conditions differed from the time course of
the grating onset condition in the time window −100 to 540 ms (see
Fig. 5). This difference in microsaccade rates is probably explained by
differences in the display change between conditions. Since the initial
onset of a static grating followed the presentation of a blank screen,
the grating onset condition represented the appearance of a stimulus.
On the other hand, both pattern reversal and motion onset occurred
when a static grating was already present, therefore representing a
change within an existing stimulus. Thus, our results show a higher
microsaccade rate in response to the appearance of a stimulus
(grating onset) compared with a change in stimulus properties
(pattern reversal or motion) for both microsaccadic inhibition and
subsequent rebound within 540 ms after onset of display change.
Importantly, this pattern of results does not parallel the induced
gamma-band results, which showed higher amplitudes for pattern
reversal compared to motion, but no significant amplitude differences
between grating onset and the other display conditions (see Fig. 3A
and C). Furthermore, the peak latencies of the induced GBRs and the
rebound of microsaccade rates did not coincide. It seems, therefore,
unlikely that the differential modulations of the induced GBR are due
to a concordant variation of microsaccade rate across conditions, as
suggested by Yuval-Greenberg et al. (2008).

General discussion

The main issue of the current study was to investigate whether
motion effects on the GBR reflect a special responsiveness of the GBR
Fig. 5. Time course of microsaccades' rate (per second) with confidence intervals, CI68,
obtained in a non-parametric bootstrap procedure as a function of display condition.
The solid colored lines represent the mean values for each condition and the shaded
regions represent ± 1 standard deviation, both computed by the bootstrap percentile
method.
to the stimulus feature “motion,” or whether GBR enhancements of
similar magnitude can be elicited also by a salient contrast change
within a static grating that does not include motion. For this purpose,
evoked and induced GBRs were analyzed in response to the onset of a
static grating, a pattern reversal, and motion onset of the grating. In
order to interpret the induced GBRs, we conducted a second
experimental session, assessing the eye movement activity with an
eye-tracking system during the same three display conditions
employed for EEG measurements in the first experiment.

Evoked gamma-band response

In the present study, we found evoked GBRs for all three display
conditions: (1) onset of a stationary grating, (2) pattern reversal of a
static grating, and (3) motion onset of a previously static grating. This
result is in general agreement with the role of the early evoked GBR in
perceptual bottom–up processes (Başar-Eroglu et al., 1996; Herrmann
et al., 2010). Evoked onset responses in the gamma-frequency range
were also reported for stationary and moving gratings (Swettenham
et al., 2009). For pattern reversal, the evoked GBR exhibited the
highest amplitude and shortest latency, indicating stronger percep-
tual saliency and faster processing. In comparison to grating onset, the
amplitude difference is probably explained by contrast effects, since
inverting the black and white stripes in the pattern reversal condition
reflects a stronger contrast change than a switch from a gray screen to
the black and white stripes of the grating onset. Related to a
population of neurons in the visual cortex, both grating onset and
pattern reversal would activate 100% of the neurons' receptive fields
responding to the contrast change of the grating, although to a
different degree (stronger activation for pattern reversal). However,
in the motion condition, only a fraction of the neurons are stimulated
by contrast change at a given time point due to the spatiotemporal
overlap of the single black and white stripes of the grating during the
motion induction (see Fig. 6). Accordingly, also the weaker evoked
GBR in the motion condition as compared to the pattern reversal
condition can be related to a contrast-based explanation of evoked
gamma-band activity changes (see Fig. 6), indicating that the GBR
differences between the stimulus features “contrast change” and
“motion” aremore quantitative than qualitative in nature and reflect a
bottom–up process inherent to all three stimulus conditions.

Such a contrast-related interpretation of the evoked GBR effects
would be consistent with recent data from humans (Schadow et al.,
2007) demonstrating gamma-band increases in response to increas-
ing contrast levels of grating stimuli. It would also be consistent with
the “match-and-utilization model” (MUM; Herrmann et al., 2004b),
which suggests that visual input into early extrastriate cortex leads to
an activation of higher visual areas, where perceptual memory
representations are stored in the form of enhanced synaptic
connections between and within visual areas. Input that matches
such memory representations results in a rapid local feedback signal,
which in turn leads to enhanced evoked gamma activity in the
network. Although we do not assume differences between the
stimulus conditions with regard to the memory match as such, the
strength of the feedback signals should depend on input intensity
(number of activated V1 neurons) and, therefore, lead to the observed
evoked GBR differences, as demonstrated in a recent network
simulation (Fründ et al., 2009).

We did not find a difference for evoked GBRs between grating
onset and motion, which is consistent with findings of Swettenham
et al. (2009). These authors also reported no differences of the evoked
onset response between stationary andmoving gratings. These results
indicate that in terms of amplitude, the onset of a static grating
represents a change of physical stimulus features that is comparable
to the motion onset of this grating. With respect to latency, we found
prolonged peak latencies for motion (122 ms) as compared to pattern
reversal (74 ms) and grating onset (83 ms). The delayed GBR to
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Fig. 6. (A) Schematic illustration of neuronal activation for different display conditions. Big grey rectangles with black-and-white-striped circles represent display and stimuli as
utilized in the experiment. Open circles represent receptive fields of cortical neurons. Receptive fields stimulated by a brightness change fromwhite to black or vice versa are marked
with red dots; receptive fields stimulated by a brightness change from grey to white or grey to black are marked with blue dots. (B) Time course of activation as predicted by the
MUM model as a function of display condition and time. At stimulus onset, all neurons respond to the change from a gray background to either white or black stripes. For a pattern
reversal, the response is even stronger, since all neurons receive a stronger input whenwhite stripes reverse to black and vice versa. Formotion onset, the response is weaker than for
pattern reversal, since only a fraction of the neurons are stimulated at each time. However, the motion response lasts longer, since each new frame of the movie again drives some
neurons leading to a steady-state response.
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motion might indicate a slower processing time due to higher
discrimination difficulty (Senkowski and Herrmann, 2002). Moreover,
the latency and amplitude differences between conditions are in line
with findings from Fründ et al. (2007b), who reported lower evoked
gamma-band amplitudes for responses with longer evoked gamma-
band latencies. In addition, Fründ et al. (2007b) reported larger
evoked gamma-band amplitudes and shorter latencies for fast
compared to slow reaction times during a speeded reaction task.
However, our behavioral data did not show significant differences in
reaction times. This may be due to the fact that we did not instruct our
subjects to react as fast as possible.

Induced gamma-band response and microsaccade rate

In addition to the early evoked GBR, we found a later GBR for all
conditions, which was only present in the total GBR and therefore
reflects the induced gamma-band activity. Induced GBRs have been
suspected to be generated by microsaccades rather than reflecting
neural responses (Yuval-Greenberg et al., 2008). Microsaccades are
small, fast, jerk-like eye movements that are about 25 ms in duration
and occur during voluntary fixation at an average rate of 1–2 per
second (Martinez-Conde et al., 2004). Microsaccades are not
randomly distributed over time. After stimulus onset, their rate
drops temporarily below baseline but rebounds above baseline level
between 200 and 400 ms (Engbert and Kliegl, 2003; Rolfs et al., 2008).
Yuval-Greenberg et al. (2008) demonstrated that the typical transient
amplitude increase of the EEG scalp-recorded induced GBR at about
200–300 ms after stimulus onset can be explained by this character-
istic rebound of the microsaccade rate. Microsaccades are accompa-
nied by extraocular muscle activity, which propagates to the EEG as a
saccadic spike potential (Thickbroom and Mastaglia, 1986). When
data are analyzed in the frequency domain, spike potentials translate
to broadband artifacts in the EEG spectrum. Recent findings of
Dimigen et al. (2009) suggest that microsaccadic muscle spikes and
the associated gamma-band artifacts are inevitably present in the raw
EEG. According to the authors, this even holds under optimal
conditions with precise fixation of a continuously shown fixation
point and microsaccades with only half the size of those observed by
Yuval-Greenberg et al. (2008).

Given these results, the induced GBRs reported here might reflect
microsaccade related muscle activity, too. Since experimental condi-
tions may differ in the relative number of microsaccades, which can
mimic changes in induced gamma-band power, it is important to
demonstrate that differences of GBR and microsaccade rate do not
covary across conditions. We did exactly this by showing that the
induced gamma-band modulations of Experiment 1 did not parallel
the modulations of microsaccade rate obtained with the identical
display conditions in Experiment 2. It is therefore rather unlikely that
the induced GBRs we report here are artifacts of microsaccadic muscle
potentials. This allows the following interpretations of our induced
GBR.

To our knowledge, the only other human study using square-wave
gratings to investigate motion-based gamma-band modulations was
conducted by Swettenham et al. (2009). In this MEG study, stationary
and moving gratings were presented for 2 s either in a fixed sequence
within a trial (the stationary grating always preceded the drifting
grating) or in separate randomized trials. For both conditions, the
authors observed a sustained gamma-band oscillation throughout
stimulus presentation that was centered at higher frequencies for
moving as compared to stationary gratings. In the current study, we
also found indications of a sustained GBR for static and moving
gratings (see Fig. 3A). This is in line with the MUMmodel (Herrmann
et al., 2004b), which predicts induced GBRs when previously
extracted information is utilized for further processing. In the present
study, the onset of the grating can be considered as a cue for
behaviorally responding to the subsequently presented stimuli
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(pattern reversal or motion onset). Thus, during this phase of the
experiment, a high level of attention has to be maintained by the
participants, resulting in the sustained induced GBR.

Alsowith respect to frequency, our results are in agreementwith the
findings of Swettenham et al. (2009).We observed a gamma-frequency
increase of ~10 Hz in response to moving compared to stationary
gratings, indicating that the encoding of moving gratings in early visual
cortex is reflected by an upward frequency shift. However, irrespective
of the relative frequency difference between conditions, absolute
frequencies per condition were higher in our study (stationary:
53.2 Hz; moving: 62.8 Hz) than in the study of Swettenham et al.
(stationary: 44 Hz;moving: 51 Hz). This discrepancymightbe related to
differences in the velocity of the grating movement. We presented the
gratings with a slightly higher velocity (1.75°/s) than Swettenham et al.
(1.33°/s), and it has been shown in animal studies that gamma-
frequency increases with stimulus velocity (Gray et al., 1990; Gray and
Viana Di Prisco, 1997). Similarly, Friedman-Hill et al. (2000) reported
higher gamma-frequency responses for moving gratings compared to
static ones in the awake monkey. These authors hypothesize that their
observation of low-frequency oscillations in response to stationary
stimuli may simply represent the lower end-point of the speed
spectrum. Our results are also consistent with a human MEG study
(Siegel et al., 2007), demonstrating an important role for sustained high
gamma-frequencies in motion discrimination. These authors analyzed
different frequency bands in response to random dot kinematograms of
different motion coherence and found the most reliable increase of
responses with visual motion strength for the high gamma-band from
about 60 to 100 Hz.

With respect to amplitude differences, our results showed higher
induced GBRs for pattern reversal compared to motion. As it was the
case for the early evoked GBR, this finding indicates that also the late
induced GBR is more strongly modulated by a contrast change than by
motion. This is in line with a modulation of late induced GBRs by
bottom–up contrast processing, as has been demonstrated in human
MEG (Hall et al., 2005) and EEG studies (Fründ et al., 2008; Koch et al.,
2009).

However, we did not observe an amplitude difference between the
stationary grating in the grating onset condition and the drifting
grating in the motion condition. This is, at least partly, in contrast to
the findings of Swettenham et al. (2009), who observed an amplitude
increase for moving compared with static gratings only when they
presented the stationary and moving gratings always in the same
order, but not when stimuli were presented in separate randomized
trials. In the current study, we used a pseudorandomized trial order to
avoid confounding effects of anticipation and task expectancy because
it has been demonstrated that the state of anticipation enhances the
gamma-band power (Fitzgibbon et al., 2004; Schadow et al., 2009).
Furthermore, in contrast to our study, Swettenham et al. (2009) did
not use an eye tracker, leaving the possibility that differences in GBRs
between moving and stationary gratings might reflect differences in
microsaccade rates between conditions (Yuval-Greenberg et al.,
2008).
Conclusions

The present study demonstrated that a sudden contrast change
within a static grating elicits stronger evoked and induced GBRs than
moving gratings, indicating that grating-based GBR modulations in
early visual cortex are not motion-specific. However, mean frequen-
cies of the induced GBR were higher in response to moving compared
to stationary gratings, indicating that the encoding of moving gratings
in early vision is reflected by frequency modulation within the high
gamma-band. Since the reported modulations of the induced GBR did
not parallel the modulations of microsaccade rate, we argue that our
induced GBRs reflect neuronal processes.
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